mle US from their graves."3s in a very real sense Decision 24 has been bunq
,
not only by Decision 220 and its national implementations, but also b
Y
the
Ie,,
developed world's sea change in attitude toward foreign investment
Ih:
xenophobic 1970s.
Buried though it may be, Decision 24 still exercises from its grave a powt.rlul
force over the public and private law of the ANCOM nations
beyond. Although it failed to discharge its basic public international law pup
of requiring a highly restrictive standard in the foreign investment laws )Y
lh:
A K O M nations, the profile Decision 24 created of a modem foreign inveslmenl
law is unsurpassed in conceptual scope and will in all likelihood endure as a form
of private international law for many nations and decades to come. The nornl\
that Decision 24 generated of standard license terms and regulatory distinction\
between branches and subsidiaries have increased the sophistication of
American business law in areas of private international law that will impur
purely domestic law. Certainly Decision 24's prohibition of bearer shares ha\
significantly altered the domestic business enterprise law of ANCOM naiion,
And history wiIl probably record that the most affirmative encouragement 01
foreign investment produced by any Andean measure of the last two decades wb
Decision 24's unintended rebuff, by failed endorsement, of Carlos Calvo.

BIT by BIT: The Growth of Bilateral
Investment Treaties and Their Impact
on Foreign Investment in
Developing Countries
The negotiation of bilateral investment treaties. commonly known as BITS, has
hen quantitatively one of the more active areas of public international lawmilking during the last three decades. West Germany and Pakistan signed the first
BIT in 1959. By 1989 over three hundred BITS had been c o n c ~ u d e d and
, ~ their
5ignatories included all of the world's principal capital-exporting states and
;~pproximatelyeighty developing nations. Thus, in thirty years, the nations o f the
world fashioned an instrument of public international law to create rules for
private foreign investments, an area that, despite western nations' claims to the4
~'ontrary,~
has few generally accepted principles of customary international law.

' l h m and Professor of International Law, The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy. Tufts
\,nlversity. In preparing this article, the author drew on interviews that he conducted with BIT
wWtiat~rsfrom both capital-exporting and capital-importing countries.
1 . Treaty for the Protection of Investment, Nov. 25, 1959, West Germany-Pakistan, 457
I'N.T.S. 23.
2. For a listing of 309 bilateral investment treaties concluded through Dec. 31. I%8. see
Rppds. Reji.rences
Biluteru/ Investment Treaties, 4 ICSlD REV.-FOREIGN
INVESTMENT
L.J. 1893
FOR SETTLEMENT
OF
'r(-203 (1989). For a collection of BITS, see generally INTERNATIONAL CENTER
1 " k 5 1 ~ DtspuTES,
~ ~ ~
INVESTMENT
PROMOTION
AND PROTECTION
TREATIES
(1983).
7
12
(THIRD)
OF THE RXEIGNRELATIONS
LAWOF THE UNITED
STATES
3 . E.g.,
'1971
. 4. 1970 the International Court of Justice, in the well-known case of Burcelonu Trucrion
"mpun.v(Belg. v. Spain), stated:
Considering the important developments of the last half-century, the growth of foreign
investments and the expansion of the international activities of corporations, in particular of holding companies, which are often multinational, and considering the way
in which the economic interests of states have proliferated, it may at lirsl sight appear
sumrisine that the evolution of law has not gone further and that no generally accepted

'

35. F.W. MAITLAND.
THEFORMSOF ACTION
AT COMMON
LAW2 (1909, 1948 reprint)
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Although a BIT binds only the two signatory states, the general effectoflhr
BIT movement has been to establish an increasingly dense network of trer,
between capital-exporting states and developing countries, a
that appears likely to continue, and indeed accelerate, in the future. The
World's increasing need for capital, its lack of other financial alternatives, and it,
growing willingness to accept foreign investment will undoubtedly lead it lo
many more BITS in the years ahead. As the nations of Eastern Europe seek ,
attract foreign capital, they too may conclude BITs with capital-exporting ,taler
This article examines the BIT phenomenon, the process by which it has corn
about, the substantive rules it has created. and the effect it has had on forein
investment transactions.

nird

I. History of the BIT
Bilateral commercial treaties have been a traditional method of facilitalinl
trade between states. Since its earliest days, the United States has made a I q r
number of such agreements, generally known as treaties of friendship, corn.
merce, and na~igation,~
and their geographic spread has reflected the expansim
of American foreign trade.6 Although these early treaties were intended lo facilitate trade and shipping, they occasionally contained provisions affecting h
ability of one country's nationals to do business or own property in the teni~or!
of the other state. After World War I, the United States' treaties of friendship.
commerce, and navigation increasingly dealt with investment abroad by securing
agreement with other states on the treatment to be accorded U.S. nationals with
respect to the establishment of businesses, the protection of American-owned
property from arbitrary or discriminatory action, the mechanisms for the settle
ment of disputes, and the protection of patents and trademarks.
With the great expansion in U.S. foreign investment following World War 11.
the United States Government undertook a program to conclude a network of
bilateral treaties of friendship, commerce, and navigation that, in addition 10
other commercial matters, specifically sought to facilitate and protect U.S.direcl
investments a b r ~ a d From
.~
1946 until 1966 the United States signed apProX1mately twenty-two such treaties.' This effort soon lost momentum, however. a

b> 1

&relopingcountries, increasingly skeptical of the benefits that they might derive
un~gulatedforeign investment, demonstrated growing reluctance to make
of guarantees requested by the United States Government to protect
he
mvestmentsby American nationa~s.~
A new and important phase in the historical development of the BIT began on
eve of the 1960s. as individual European countries undertook to negotiate
treaties that, unlike previous commercial agreements, dealt exclusively
foreign investment and sought to create a basic legal framework to govern
by nationals of one country in the territory of the other country. The
,,,&m BIT was thus born.
Gemany, which had lost all of its foreign investments as a result of its defeat
War 11, took the lead in this new phase of bilateral treaty making. After
,,. World
.- the first such agreement with Pakistan in 1959, Germany proceeded
1, negotiate similar treaties with countries throughout the developing world, and
loday it numerically remains the leader, having signed nearly seventy BITS.''
Switzerland, France, Italy, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Belgium
iollowed in a relatively short time. By the beginning of 1980, European counuies had concluded approximately 150 BITs with a broad array of developing
countries." The reason for the greater success of the European programs, as
compared to earlier American efforts, is not completely clear, but it may lie in
the fact that the European countries were less demanding than was the United
States with respect to guarantees on such matters as free convertibility of local
currency, abolition of performance requirements, and protection against expropriation. Moreover, the special relationship between European countries and
their former colonies may have predisposed some newly independent nations to
look favorably on concluding investment treaties with their previous colonial
mlers.
Encouraged by the experience of the Europeans, the United States in 1981
12
launched its own program to negotiate specific BITS with developing countries.
1986 the United States had signed ten such treaties, and President Reagan
'Ubmittedthem in that year for Senate approval. Concerns in the Senate about the

''

5. See R. WILSON,UNITEDSTATES
COMMERCIAL
TREATIES
A N D INTERN~TIONAL
LAW(1960)
a history of U.S. trealies of friendship, commerce, and navigalion (FCN). see generally WdLsr
Modern Treaties of Friendship Commerce and Navigation, 42 MINN.L. REV. 805 (1958).
6. Thus, (he United Stales first made bilateral commercial treaties with Western Europr*
with Latin America, laler with Asia, and slill later with Africa. Vandevelde, TheBilatera~~n~nm'*'
Treaty Program offhe United Smes. 21 CORNELL
INT'L L.J. 201, 203-206 ( 1988).
7. For a discussion of the history of United States bilateral treaties by the United State, SUP'"'
Ctrurl, see Suniltomo Shoji Anlcrlca. I n c v Avagllano. 457 U.S. 176 ( 1 9 ~ 2 )
1-:
X NOIC. ~ ) C I I ' ~ ~ ~11/ 8M,~clcl
W ~
fiiI(itcr(i1 I I I I ~ ~ I I ~l.r(,1111,
I I ( , P I II 4 L:N\
& IJ01 ' 1 I S I ' I ljt ' 276 I I ' ) X ~ I A \ 111 l W l . I ( ' % I I C J I I C \ N C I C I I I IOCCI. ~ I N L . C I IIIIC ( I ~ I ~ SI I~ . ,I I~ ~;lI1d
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effect of the treaties on the United States' ability to take action to pmlecl
ital-exp~rtingstate and a developing country, occasionally two developing
sap
national security delayed ratification for a time. But ultimately, in late 1988
,urntries
or two developed countries also make BITS. An example of the former
Senate approved, and President Reagan subsequently signed, eight of these Ihe
[he BIT between Singapore and Sri ~ a n k a . " The most notable example of the
ties with the proviso that "either Party may take all measures necessary lo d,d
laller is the United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement," signed in 1988 to
with any unusual and extraordinary threats to national security."13 The eiFhl
the largest free trade area in the world. Chapter Sixteen of t h e
countries with which the United States has concluded BITS as of January I , 1%
in effect constitutes a BIT, dealing with such matters as treatment,
are senegal,14 Zaire,15
~ u r k e ~ Cameroon,"
,'~
~ a n ~ l a ~ ~ ~ ~,,,netary
. l * transfers, entry, expropriation, and dispute settlement.
and ~ r e n a d a . " The Senate deferred consideration of the signed BIT,
The impetus for this flurry of treaty-making activity over the last thirty years
with Haiti and Panama for political reasons. Negotiations are continuing wilhotkr
has been the strong drive by nationals and companies of certain states to undercountries.
lalie direct foreign investments in other countries and the consequent need to
As certain non-Western countries have become capital-exporting states, 1hc,
crcale a stable international legal framework to facilitate and protect those intoo have negotiated bilateral treaties to create a legal framework for their
,eslments. These investors felt that relying on host country law alone subjected
ments with specific foreign countries. ~ u w a i t , ~for
' example, has signed agrrc.
iclreign investment capital to a variety of risks. Host countries may easily change
ments with ~ u n i s i a , ~ '
and ~ a k i s t a n , 'and
~ Japan has concluded BIT,
the law after an investment is made, and host government officials responsible
with
Sri ~ a n k a , 'and
~
Although the usual BIT is betwren 4
lor applying local law may not always act impartially toward foreign investors
and their enterprises. Moreover, investors and their home country governments
considered that local law in some countries impeded the entry of foreign capital,
13. 34 CONC.REC.S16.940 (daily ed. Oct. 20, 1988). The President signed theeight trealler,r
vcated foreign investments in an arbitrary and discriminatory manner, and imDec. 6, 1988.
posed onerous conditions on the operation of privately owned foreign enter14. Treaty Concerning the Reciprocal Encouragement and Protection of Investment, w ~ t hRib
tocol, Dec. 6, 1983, United States-Senegal, S. T R ~ A T
Doc.
Y No. 99-15,99th Cong., 2dSesa. ( I Y M
prises. These concerns proved to be more than theoretical, for the 1960s and
15. Treaty Concerning the Reciprocal Encouragement and Protection of Investment, w ~ t hPnk
1970s witnessed numerous interferences by host governments with foreign intocol, Aug. 3, 1984, United States-Zaire, S. TREATY
DOC.No. 99-17, 99th Cong., 2d Seas. (IYM,
vestments
in their territories.''
[hereinafter United States-Zaire Treaty).
16. Treaty Concerning the Reciprocal Encouragement and Protection of Investment, w ~ Y~n b h
International law offered foreign investors M e effective protection. Not o n l y
tocol, July 22. 1985, United Slates-Morocco, S. TREATY
DOC. No. 99-18, 99th Cong., 2d Seas. I I Y W
did customarv international law contain no generally accedted rules33 on the
17. Treaty Concerning the Reciprocal Encouragement and Protection ol' Investment, w ~ t h
\ubject, it also lacked a binding mechanism to resolve investment disputes.
tocol, Dec. 3, 1985, United States-Turkey, S. TREATY
DOC.No. 99-19, 99th Cong., 2dSes. (1986
reprinred in 25 I.L.M. 85-101 (1986) [hereinafter United States-Turkey Treaty).
Moreover, the very nature of the international law governing foreign investment
18. Treaty Concerning the Reciprocal Encouragement and Protection of Investment, with hi'
became a matter of serious controversy in the 1970s with the demand by develtocol, R b . 26, 1986, United States-Cameroon,S. TREATY
DOC. No. 99-22, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. IIYM'
Oping countries for the establishment of a New International Economic Order.
19. Treaty Concerning the Reciprocal Encouragement and Protection of Investment, with ~ r d l * ~ ~ .
capital-exporting countries asserted that customary international law imMar. 12, 1986, United States-Bangladesh, S. TREATY
DOC. No. 98-23, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. (IyM'
20. Treaty Concerning the Reciprocal Encouragement and Protection of Investment, wllh
Posed an obligation on the host country to respect a minimum standard of

-

u

tocol, Sept. 29, 1982, with a Related Exchange of Letters signed Mar. 11, 1985, Un~tedS'JIc'
Egypt, S. TREATY
DOC. NO.99-13, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. (1986), reprinredin 21 I.L.M. 9!7(IYR"
Supplementary Protocol, Mar. 1 1, 1986, S. TREATY
DOC.No. 99-24, 99th Cong., 2d Sebs. IYhF'
21. Treaty Concerning the Reciprocal Encouragen~entand Prorection of' Investment. ~ l h
tocol, May 2, 1986, United States-Grenada, S. TREATY
DOC.No. 99-25, 99th Cong., 2d Sess ( I y M
[heremafter United States-Grenada Treaty].
22. See generully Salacuse, Arub Cupirul und Middle Eo~rerfiDeveloprnenr f i r r o ~ ' .I'
WORLD
TKADE
L. 283 ( 1980).
23. Treaty between Kuwait and Tunisia, Sept. 14, 1973.
24. Treaty between Kuwait and Morocco, Apr. 3, 1980.
25. Treaty between Kuwait and Pakistan. Mar. 17. 1983.
26. Treaty between Japan and Egypt, Jan. 28, 1977.
27. Agreement Concerning the Promotion and Protection of Investn~ents,Mar. 1. lWL J ~ r "
Sri Lanka, reprinred Cr 21 I.L.M. 963 (1982) [hereinafter Japan-Sri Lanka Tt.eatyl.
28. Agreement Concerning the Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection 01' Inve\tnwm'.""
27. 1988, Japan-China. rczprirtredin 28 I.L.M. 575 (1989) [hereinalter Japan-China ~ r d j I
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2Y. Agreement on the Promotion and Protection of Investments, May 9 , 1980, Singapore-Sri
Treaties Supplenlent (Singapore), Governn~entGazette, No. 21, NOV.28, 1980.
30. United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement, Jan. 2, 1988, reprinred in 27 1.L.M. 281
ItYn8).See generulb Note, lnrernurionul Trude. 29 HARV.1N'l"t- L.J. 572 (1988).
j l . United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement, supru note 30, arts. 1601 -161 1, at 373-80.
32. E . K . , as of Feb. 28, 1977, the U.S. Department of State estimated that there were 102
C'l'tinginvestment disputes between U.S. nationals and foreign host country governnlents. BUREAU
"I l N ' l ' ~ ~&~ RESEARCII,
l ~ t ~ ~ U.S.
~
DEP'TOF STATE,REP. NO. 855, DISPUTES
INVOLVINGU.S.
' . c ' k l : l ~ ; ~DIRUT INVESTMENTS:
&B. 1, 1975-F~B. 28, 1977. The United Nations identified 875
acts of governnlental taking of foreign property in 62 countries during the period 1960-74.
'lpcr'
New Direcriorrs in rhe Prorecrion o/ Americun Owned Properly Abroud, 4 INT'L TKADEL. 1.
' I 5 (1979).
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protection in dealing with foreign investors,34 many developing counlriel
jected this view of customary international law. Their position appears to
summarized in article 2(c) of the United Nations Charter of Economic Rightsand
Duties of States, which provides that each state has the right to nationalize
expropriate foreign property, and that the exercise of this right is not subject[,,
any condition beyond the duty to pay appropriate compensation having regardI,,
all the c i r c ~ m s t a n c e sMoreover,
.~~
article 2(c) also holds that the host country I,
not required to give foreign companies preferential treatment, and that it has [hC
power to revise and renegotiate contracts it has made with foreign cornpanic,
This lack of consensus creates great uncertainty as to the degree of legal pro.
tection that an investor might expect under international law.
What is clear under customary international law is that the ability of a for.
eigner to undertake an investment in the host country is subject exclusively totk
sovereignty of the host country. The host country has the right to control ~k
movement of capital into its territory, to regulate all matters pertaining to I ~ K
acquisition and transfer of property within its national boundaries, to de~errni~
the conditions for the exercise of economic activity by natural and legal persoa.
and to control the entry and activity of aliens.36 Foreign investors and their how
countries often consider these sovereign rights as having the potential to crealc
barriers to foreign capital and to limit their freedom to undertake investments ~n
the first place.
Despite various efforts," no multilateral arrangements emerged to suppl~l
the uncertainties of customary international law. Accordingly, western capild.
exporting countries sought to conclude bilateral treaties with individual d e d
oping states to establish specific legal rules governing investment and economli
activities by their nationals in the territories of other states. For their part, mu!
Third World countries have seen such bilateral agreements as a way to promotc
foreign investment in their territories and have therefore willingly negotiated&
ratified them.
It should be noted, however, that important parts of the developing world haic
thus far refrained from participating in the BIT movement. With one or I*''
exceptions. most of Latin America has yet to sign a BIT, no doubt because of*
view embodied in the Calvo doctrine that foreign investors should receive nobe"

,,,

34. See, e.g., RESTATEMENT

5 712 (1987).

OF THE

'

35. Reporf ojthe Second Commitfee, U N Doc. AN946 (1974). and G A Res. 3281 2y
GAOR Supp. (No. 31) at 50, U . N . Doc. N9631 (1974).
36. A. FATOUROS,
GOVERNMENT
GUARANTEES
TO FOREIGN
INVESTORS
40-41 (1962).
37. E g . . the 1948 Draft Charter for the International Trade Organization contained &""
Expropriation but was never ratified. In 1961 the Organization for Economic C O ~ F ~ ~fi" " ~
Development (OECD) adopted the Code of Libchlization of Capital Movements, but il h2' hJJD
real effect. See OECD, CODEOF LIBERALIZATION
OF CAPITAL
MOVEMENTS
(1973).
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,realmentthan nationals. Similarly, some of the larger Third World economies,
,uch as India and Nigeria, have also chosen not to become BIT signatories.

11. The BIT-Making Process
The movement to conclude BlTs has been initiated and driven by Western,
,apital-exporting states. Their primary objective has been to create clear internationallegal rules and effective enforcement mechanisms to protect investment
by [heir nationals in the territories of foreign states. The essence of this protec[ion is to defend the investment and the investor from exercises of state power by
host governments with respect to such matters as expropriation, treatment, transfc.r of currency abroad, and restrictions on operations. These treaty rules and
mechanisms are intended to supplant local legislation and institulions and also to avoid disputes over the content and applicability of customary
international law. A secondary objective of industrialized countries has been to
facilitate the entry of their investments by inducing other states to remove impediments in their regulatory systems.
The primary objective pursued by a developing country in negotiating a BIT
i, to encourage investment and increase the amount of foreign capital flowing to
its territory. How does a BIT encourage investment? The basic assumption upon
which this aspect of the BIT rests is that a bilateral treaty with clear, enforceable
rules to protect the foreign investor reduces the risks that the investor would
olherwise face, and that a reduction in risk, all other things being equal, encourages investment. Developing countries have sometimes entered into BIT negotiations with the expectation that the capital-exporting country would take affirmative measures to encourage its nationals to invest in the developing
'Ountry-an
expectation no doubt fostered by the word "encouragement" appearing in the titles of most draft treaties. Capital-exporting states, however,
havesteadfastly refused to agree to any provision obligating them to encourage
Or induce their nationals to invest in the foreign state. O n the contrary, many
'ITs have terms that encourage the host country to create favorable investment
'Onditions in its territory. Other reasons besides hopes for increased investment
may Prompt a developing country to sign a BIT. Signing a bilateral treaty may
be a condition to securing other benefits, such as participation in the capital"Porting country's foreign investment insurance program o r obtaining increased
and economic support.
The @ak of the capital-exporting state and those of the capital-importing state
Orten differ when they negotiate a BIT. The primary objective of the capitalCxPortingstate is to protect present and future investment by its nationals, while
Ihe basic goal of the capital-importing state is to encourage future investment. T h i s
d u a ' i ' ~ of objectives is reflected in the title of many BITS: "Treaty Concerning
Ih' Reciprocal Encouragement and Protection of investments'' (emphasis sup-
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An additional motivation for the preparation of a prototype is that it gives the
plied), While the objectives of encouragement and protection are Compatible
,Jpital-exp~rting
state a negotiating advantage, since the party who controls the
theory, developed countries tend to stress the former and developing countries%
Jmft Usually controls the negotiation. By preparing a draft BIT that becomes
latter. This difference in emphasis can affect the negotiating process significant,!
of discussion, the capital-exporting country has, in effect, determined
In theory and in law, the objective of a bilateral treaty is to encourage
IhL.
,hL. agenda of the negotiation and has established the conceptual framework
protect investment in both countries; in fact, in the case of a BIT between,
ulthinwhich bargaining will take place. The developing country, at least at the
b,
developing nation and an industrialized state, the industrialized country
,rutset, is placed in a position of merely reacting to the draft.'"
the source, and the developing country will be the recipient, of virtually
After completing the preparation of the prototype, a capital-exporting state
investments undertaken. Indeed, many developing countries, desperately
ont tact, often on an informal basis, with developing countries to deterof capital, would strongly oppose any measure that encouraged their own n,
their
interest in concluding a BIT. When selecting countries to approach for
tionals to invest their capital abroad, rather than at home. It is for this reason.
Jn indication of interest, a developed country considers a variety of factors,
doubt, that the titles of certain BITs refer to "Encouragement and ReciprWr
the state of friendly diplomatic relations between the two countries, the
Protection of ~nvestments,"'~rather than the more common designation, '.R~
,..lent to which its nationals have already invested in the developing country in
ciprocal Encouragement and Protection of Investments."
,pestion, whether their nationals can be expected to invest in the host country in
Having determined the need for treaty protection for their investors abroad
I ~ L .future, and finally, the extent to which the potential host country's existing
individual capital-exporting countries did not proceed immediately to negotiak
cconornic policies are conducive to foreign private investment.
BITs with developing nations. Instead, they first devoted considerable time an:
li a developing country decides to enter into BIT negotiations with a capitaleffort to the preparation of what they call a "model treaty," "prototype treat!;
ckporting state, it too must engage in a consultative process among various
or "draft treaty," to serve as a basis for their negotiations with individual k .
government agencies and representatives of its private sector to formulate its o w n
veloping countries. Preparing the draft treaty usually took significant time ah:
nqotiating position. Often the consultative process is accomplished by creating
normally involved intensive consultation with various organizations, includin:
4 Itam of representatives to carry on the negotiations. Inevitably, the views of
relevant government agencies and representatives of the private sector. ForerlnJlvidual negotiating team members may differ on many questions with respect
ample. preparation of the U.S. model treaty took nearly four years.39 For capid
1"lhe proposed BIT. For example, ofticials of the Central Bank normally oppose
exporting states, which without exception have been the ones to initiate neg(Nl
I r W obligations that increase demands on the country's foreign exchange reations, their model or prototype treaties are basic and essential elements in t h ~
"VW
With a difierent viewpoint, representatives of the government's investprograms to conclude BITs.
ll'L'nl P r o t i o n agency stress the importance of securing new investment for the
The prototype treaty serves several purposes. First, its preparation is
iOUnlrYand therefore often urge quick acceptance of the proposed BIT with as
casion for capital-exporting states to study the entire question of investmen
"ltk change as possible.
protection, to consult with interested governmental and private sector organlu
A BIT purports to create a symmetrical legal relationship between the t w o
tions, and to formulate a national position on the question. The governma
for it provides that either party may invest under the same conditions in
emerges from this process with a firm idea of the kind of treaty that wouldB
temitory of the other. In reality, an asymmetry exists between the parties to
acceptable to various constituencies, knowledge that is essential if a treaty,
BITs since one state will be the source and the other the recipient of
negotiated, is to secure the approval and ratification of the home countrY au
vtr.tu"l~ any investment flows between the two countries. This asymmetry conthorities. Second, since the capital-exporting country contemplates negotiati'li
dlt10ns the dynamics of the BIT negotiation. Recognizing that the BIT essential1 y
BITs with many developing countries, it sees the prototype as an efficient me*
'lines
the developing country's obligations toward investment from the develof communicating to those countries a concrete idea of the type of treaty that*
'lP4
country, the developing country tends to negotiate obligations that are
capital-exporting state seeks. Thirdly, to the extent possible, a capital-expat"
gCneral rather than specific, vague rather than precise. and subject to exceptions
state usually wants relative uniformity in its BITs with various developing coy
rdLr
lhan absolute. On the other hand. capital-exporting countries seek guartries. Starting all negotiations with the same draft treaty is a way to attain thaW
*
"
"
'
of protection that are precise and all-encompassing. Thus, for example. a
ci,
P1taI-ex~ortingcountry will want the treaty to guarantee investors the

""""
'"'

I'

3 8 . E . 8 . . Japan-China Treat)., supru note 28: Treaty Concerning the ~ n c o u r a ~ e m e ~ '
Reci~rocal
Proleclion of Inveslments. 013.1 . 1984, Dominica-West Germany, 2 ~undr.s~f'srl:~''
.
...
No. 56, a1 1 170 (Nov. 13, 1985).
39. Vandevelde, suprrr note 6. a1 210
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J . 337 (1989).
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right to transfer revenues and capital from an investment in all cases. In conuat,
a developing country will try to negotiate exceptions in appropriate sitllation
S. @
that the transfer obligation will not apply, for example, if the country is suffeq
balance of payment difficulties. Generally, negotiations that successfullyresull
an agreement do not depart significantly from the capital-exporting stak.I
model.

111. The BIT'S Substantive Provisions
The basic elements of all BITs are similar and relatively limited in n u m h d i
While the precise nature of the host country's obligations may differ from heal!
to treaty, virtually every BIT addresses the following issues:
A. Scope of Application of the BIT;
B. Conditions for the Entry of Foreign Investment;
C. General Standards of Treatment;
D. Monetary Transfers;
E. Operational Conditions of the Investment;
F. Protection Against Dispossession;
G. Compensation for Losses from Armed Conflict or Internal Disorder; ad
H. Settlement of Disputes
Each issue is considered briefly.
A.

OF APPLICATION
OF THE BIT
SCOPE

A key element in any BIT is its scope of application: the investors and s.
vestments that benefit from its provisions. The principles on scope of application
are generally found in the treaty provisions defining "investments," "nation.
als," "companies," and "territory" of the contracting parties. Recognizing tM
the concept of "investment" has no fixed meaning and is constantly evolvin~
most recent BITS have given the term a broad, open-ended definition by lislinf
particular types of investments (e.g., moveable and immovable property, sham
in companies, industrial property rights, business concessions, and so forLh'
while stating that the listing is not exclusive.42
The BIT'S definitionof investment also has a time dimension, and this elemn'
is often the subject of disagreement during negotiations. Specifically, do
rights and treatment granted to "investments" include investments made
as well as after, the conclusion of the BIT? Capital-exporting countries na[ur"l!
want the treaty to protect all investments made by their nationals and companle''
regardless of the time when they were made. For example, the U.S. pro[or}'P

p f o v i w "[The treaty] shall apply to investments existing at the time of entry
mlo foKe as well as to investments made or acquired thereafter""
Developingcountries, on the other hand, sometimes seek to limit the BIT to
iuture investment only. Viewing a BIT as an investment mechanism, they see
,i,,le p ~ p s in
e granting an incentive for investments already in the country.
floreover, such prior investments might not have received approval had the
,ut~o,-itiesrealized that the investments' rights and treatment later would be
by treaty. For example, if the treaty increased the currency transfer
rights of existing projects, this change might place a new and unexpected burden
[he host country's foreign exchange reserves. A counterargument to this
position is that existing foreign investors in the country are a potential source of
"i-w investment, and that to deny them coverage for their "old" investments
might reduce their confidence in the host country's investment climate. In any
event, most BITs do cover both existing and future investment; however, a few
spcifically limit coverage to investments at the time the treaty is made. A
compromise position, found particularly in some of the Federal Republic of
Germany's treaties,44 provides that the BIT will cover existing investments on
the condition that the capital-exporting country makes a special request, and the
host government approves such request.
Determining which investors will be covered by the BIT is also an important
Issue, an issue that also reveals the asymmetry in the relationship between the
Iwo countries. A capital-exporting country will generally seek broad coverage
encompassing as many of its nationals as possible, while a capital-importing
)late will usually seek a more limited scope. In particular, capital-importing
'lates are normally reluctant to grant the benefits of a bilateral treaty to persons
"Id companies having only a tenuous relationship with a treaty partner. To allow
the treaty to benefit persons or companies that are nationals of or primarily
&jociated with third countries with which a state has no treaty relationship
WuUldbe, in effect, to abandon its right to negotiate corresponding privileges and
from those countries.
A basic task of the BIT therefore is to determine whether an investor, particularly if it is a company or other legal person, has a sufficient link to a treaty
CounfVto be covered by the BIT. Three types of investors raise particular
in this respect: ( I ) companies organized in a treaty country by nationals
Of a third country; (2) companies organized in a third country by nationals of a
ueaty country; and (3) companies in which nationals of a third country have a
sUb5tanhlinterest. For a company to be covered by the treaty, most BITS

,,
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1: J3' Treaty between the United States of America and

41. For a discussion of various BIT treaty provisions, see generally BILATERAL
INV~~'~'~'
TR~OTIES,
supru note 10.
42. See, e.g.. Agreement on the Mutual 'protection of Investments, July 15, 1978%s*~''
Egypt,, art. 1. 1979 S.V.O. I .
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provide that the treaty partner have one or more of the following relation
S 10 It.
(1) country of the company's incorporation; (2) country of the Company1,
required office, or principal place of business; and (3) country whose national,
have control over, or a substantial interest in, the company making the invest.
merit. Often these requirements are combined so that an investing company
'u
satisfy two or more to qualify for coverage under the BIT.^'

Most BITs obligate signatory states to encourage and create favorable condl,
tions for i n v e ~ t m e n thowever,
;~~
no treaty between a developed and a develop,,,g
country has provided for free entry of capital. The laws of most developinl
countries regulate the entry of foreign in~estment.~'In negotiating bilaIed
treaties, some capital-exporting countries have sought to reduce the extent oI
required approvals for investments covered by the treaty, but developing coun.
tries have generally taken the position that the treaty applies only to inveslmenl,
that have been duly approved in accordance with host country legislation.
Another negotiating goal of capital-exporting countries has been to assure ~ h d
the investments of its nationals are given treatment on entry that is no less favorablt
than the treatment given to investments by nationals of the host country or nc
tionals from any third country, whichever is the more favorable. For example.
article 11 of the United States-Panama Treaty, not yet ratified, provides: "Exh
party shall permit and treat such investment, and activities associated therewith.
on a basis no less favorable than that accorded in like situations to investmenlor
associated activities of its own nationals or companies, or of nationals or corn.
panies of any third country, whichever is the more favorable . . . ."48
The implication of this provision is clear: In deciding on admission of
foreign investment project, the host country must treat applications by inveslon
of its treaty partner the same as it treats applications by its own national investor!
or those from other countries. For countries seeking to encourage national in.
vestment, such a provision may raise problems. For one thing, the host coufl'?
may have closed certain sectors to foreign investment for strategic or polidcd
reasons. For another, most developing countries give special preference to n'
J

-

45. E.8.. Japan-China Treaty, supru note 28, at 582, provides: "Companies constituted unM
the applicable laws and regulations of one Contracting Party and having their seat within its teni1@
shall be deemed companies of that Contracting Party."
46. E.g., Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investment, Rb. 27. lqs'
Netherlands.Philippines, art. 2, 1985 Tractatenblad (Neth.) No. 86 [hereinafter
Philippines Treaty] states: "Each Contracting Party shall encourage and create favorable c~nd'l'"
for investments, consistent with its national objectives, of nationals of the other Contracting PJ'!
subject to the laws and regulations of the Party in whose territory the investment is made . .
47. Salacuse, Hosr Counrty Rr&urion of.Joinr Vrnrurrs und Forrign Itrvrslmrtrl, in Ju"'
VENTURING ABROAD-A CASESTUDY
103 (D. Goldsweig ed. 1985).
48. Treaty Concerning the Treatment of Protection of Investments. Oct. 27, 1482. c"""
States-Panama,art. 11, 21 I.L.M. 1227, 1224 (1482).
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,lonalinvestors because they feel that national investors cannot compete on an
ual footing with foreign firms. They therefore would probably find it easier to
most-favored-nation treatment on the entry of foreign investment than to
national treatment.
- onthe other hand, the application of the concepts of national treatment and
n,,st-favored-nation treatment to foreign investment projects, no two of which
alike, is far more difficult than the application of these concepts to
fl
lntemationaltrade in fungible goods, where the concepts were first developed.
me
words "in like situations" contained in the clause quoted from
he united States-Panama Treaty above may also allow lawfully differing treatment on entry of foreign investment if the projects themselves or the surrounding
,i~umstancesare sufficiently dissimilar. Moreover, treaties that have included
his type of entry provision also include a specific list of areas in which foreign
Investment may be prohibited. For example, the United States-Grenada Treaty
pants most-favored-nation and national treatment with respect to the entry of
tnvestment from each country, but it also stipulates the following provision:
.'subject to the right of each Party to make or maintain exceptions falling within
one of the sectors to which the respective host countries may restrict investment
by the country."49 The list with respect to Grenada consists of the following
areas: air transportation, government grants, government insurance and loan
programs, ownership of real estate, and use of land and natural resources.

irJnt

Once the investment is made, a basic question is the standard of treatment it
to receive from the host government thereafter. As noted earlier, the intemah a 1 community is not in agreement on the standard of treatment for foreign
1"Wtments under customary international law. Through the BIT process, indi~ldualstates have sought to define such standards between themselves. The
general standards of treatment found in BITs are as set out below.
15

I . Fair and Equitable Treatment

Many treaties provide that the country is to give "fair and equitable treatment" to investments and investors covered by the treaty. Fair and equitable
'rC'"mnt is a classic formulation of international law and has therefore been the
\Ubjectof much commentary and state practice. Nonetheless, the precise meanlng of this phrase is open to a variety of interpretations in the specific case.50
?me treaties amplify the meaning by reference to a requirement of nondiscrimand full protection and security of the law, or a treatment no less than that
\

49,

, :(I I

United States-Grenada Treaty, supru note 21, ark. 11.
a discussion of this standard of treatment, see B~~xrrarr
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rency, its externalfinancial position and balance of payments. consistent wirh jrs ngh;l
and obligations as a member of the International Monetary Fund.54

In certain cases the application of such an exception is itself subject to a liml,
tation. Thus, the United Kingdom-Jamaica BIT, referring to the power to
exceptional measures to preserve balance of payments, states:
(a) Such powers shall not however be used to impede the transfer of profit, intereu
dividends, royalties or fees;
(b) as regards investments and any other form of return transfer of a minimumw
20% per year is g ~ a r a n t e e d . ~ ~
Sometimes a BIT makes special provision for the repatriation of capital becauv
of the size of the transfer by allowing the payment to be made in installmentsa
during a period of a few years.

In addition to stating general standards of treatment, the BIT may provide IM
specific rights and treatment standards in connection with the operation of h
investor's enterprise. These may include the investor's right to enter the coun?.
to employ foreign nationals, and to be free of performance requirements man
dated by the host country.

O n e of the primary functions of any BIT is to protect foreign investments agam
nationalization, expropriation, or other forms of interference with property right\
by host country governmental authorities. Despite positions taken by Third W d
nations in various multilateral fora, virtually all BITS with developing countnn
adopt some variation of the traditional Western view of international law
state may not expropriate property of an alien except: (1) for a public puVr.
(2) in a nondiscriminatory manner; ( 3 ) upon payment of compensation; and. In
most instances, (4) with provision for some form of judicial review.56 he
elements of the traditional rule have taken different formulations in different tKk
ties, some more and some less protective of investor interests.
The greatest variations of the traditional rule, and the most difficult negooJtions, arise with respect to the standard of compensation. Many, if not m0*'
BITS have adopted the traditional rule, expressed in the so-called "Hull ..?
mula," that such compensation must be "prompt, adequate, and effective,
54. The Netherlands-PhilippinesTreaty, supra note 46, art. 7 (emphasis added).
55. Agreement for the Promotion and Protection of Investments. Jan. 20. 19879
Kingdom-Jamaica, art. V( I), U.K. Doc., Jamaica, No. 1, 1987, CMND. No. 89.
56. BILATERAL
INVESTMENT TREATIES,
supra note 10, at 49.
57. In 1938. United States Secqetary of State Hull. in response to Mexican agrarian f l '
izdtion measures, declared in correspondence to the ambassador of Mexico that "under evev
law and equity, no govemnlent is entitled to expropriate private property, for whatever pu'*I

me ueaties then proceed to define the meaning of these words. For example, t h e
L'n,tedKingdom-Costa Rica Treaty, which adopts the rule of prompt, adequate,
compensation, states: "Such compensation shall amount t o t h e
value of the investment expropriated immediately before the expropriaIIo, or impending expropriation became public knowledge, shall include interest
J t a normal commercial rate until the date of payment, shall be made without
jclsy, and be effectively realizable and be freely tran~ferable."~'O n the o t h e r
h;lnd, the Japan-China Treaty, article 5, paragraph 3 , adopts a formulation s o m e ,,hat more flexible and more protective of host country interest. It states:
~c]ompensation. . . shall be such as to place the nationals and companies in the same
financial position as that in which the nationals and companies would have been if
nationalization, or other measures . . . had not been taken. Such compnsation shall be paid without delay. lt shall be effectively realizable and freely
~ransferableat the exchange rate in effect on the date used for the determination of
amount of compen~ation.~'

On its face, this provision does not provide for the payment o f interest and m i g h t
dllow less than fair market value. To clarify its meaning, China and Japan a g r e e d
to an explanatory minute, annexed to the Treaty, that states:
It is confirmed that with reference to the provisions of Article 5 of the Agreement, the
compensation referred to in the provisions of paragraph 3 of the aforesaid Article shall
represent the equivalent of the value of the inveslments and returns affected at the time
when expropriation, nationalization, or any other measures . . . are publicly announced
or when such measure[s] are taken, whichever is the earlier, and shall carry an appropriate interest taking into account the length of time until the time of payment.60
h e t h e l e s s , this clarification does not specify the type of valuation method t o be
bed. Its language might permit the application of market value, book value, o r
m e other method, each of which might have a different result. Similarly, t h e
difference between "interest at a normal commercial rate" and an "appropriate
interest" may also represent a wide variation.

Most BITS also address losses to an investment resulting from armed conflict
"tntemal disorder; however, they d o not normally establish a n absolute right t o
(om Pensation. Instead, many BITS promise that foreign investors will be treated
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in the same way as nationals of the host country with respect to compensalis
Thus, if the host country compensates or assists its own nationals whose pro
Pert!
has been damaged, it would be required to give similar assistance to foni,
investors covered by the BIT. Some treaties may also provide for most-favOw.
nation treatment on this question.61
In addition to the standard of treatment, a key interpretational issue is Ur
definition of the specific loss-causing damage that the BIT protects against sun
BITS are quite specific and broad, such as the Denmark-Indonesia Treaty, , ,hirh
protects against "losses . . . owing to war or other armed conflict, revolution.,
state of national emergency, or revolt . . . ;62while others are more genemi. I,
example, the ChinaJapan Treaty that refers to "damages . . . owing to lh
outbreak of hostilities or a state of national emergency."63

For foreign investors and their governments, one of the great deficiencies
customary international law is that it does not afford an effective and bindine
mechanism for the resolution of investment disputes. One aim of the BIT movement is to remedy this situation. Indeed, most recent BITs provide for tuo
distinct dispute settlement mechanisms: one for disputes between the two con.
tracting states and the other for disputes between a host country and an aggrieved
foreign investor. With respect to the former, most BITs provide that in the event
of disputes over the interpretation or application of the treaty, the two stale)
concerned will first seek to resolve their differences through negotiation and
then, if that fails, through ad hoc a r b i t r a t i ~ n . ~ ~
The recent trend among BITs is to provide a separate procedure, normall!
under the auspice of the International Center for Settlement of Investment Di
putes ( I C S I D ) ,for
~ ~disputes between an aggrieved foreign investor and the hog
country government. By concluding a BIT, the two states, in most cases, g i v e h
required consent needed to establish ICSID jurisdiction in the event of a fuW
dispute." Although the investor must first try to resolve the conflict through
negotiation, it ultimately has the power to invoke compulsory arbitration lo
secure a binding award. This feature may be the reason that so few Latin Amer
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liiln countries have signed BITS, since international arbitration conflicts with the
cdvo doctrine, an important element in the legal systems of most countries in
region. A compulsory arbitration provision creates the potential for an individual investor, with or without the approval of its home government. to press a
that may ultimately have diplomatic implications and may affect relabetween the two countries concerned.

IV. The Effect of BITS on Foreign
Investment Transactions
Having reviewed the history, negotiation, and contents of BITs, one may well
rbk: What, after all is said and done, is their effect on private foreign investment?

they really lead to increased foreign investment'? Do they actually give
fivate foreign investors increased protection? To what extent do they affect
Investor decision making? Unfortunately, empirical evidence does not exist to
mswer any of these questions. One can only extrapolate from anecdotal data"
;md speculate as to the relationship between a BIT and the actual process of
foreign investment.
The BIT would appear to have relevance at two important stages of the
Investment process: ( I ) when the investment is made, and (2) when the investment is threatened or actually harmed by host government action.

11 is usually claimed that a BIT, by guaranteeing certain rights to foreign
investors, will encourage increased investment in the developing country by the
naionals of the other country. The effect of the treaty is to improve the investment climate in the host country and thereby heighten investor confidence,
factors which presumably have a positive impact on the investment decision.
The decision to invest is affected by a variety of factors, and it is difficult to
delemine with any precision whether the existence of a BIT is one of them.
Certainly,major investments have been made when no BIT existed at all between
Ihe host country and the investor's home country. For example, between 1978
"u989, approximately 350 United States companies invested more than $3.5
bl'lion in China6' despite the fact that no BIT existed between the two centuries,
ahhat BIT negotiations had been dragging on for over five years. On the other
hand,one does not know whether additional investments would have taken place
If lhe United States and China had signed a BIT. Similarly, there have been cases
When investments have been made in countries where the investor was unaware
Of lhe existence of a BIT.

61. The U.S. BITS provide for both most-favored-nation and national treatment, whichsVsr"
more favorable. See, e . g . , United States-Zaire Treaty, supra note 15, art. IV.
62. Agreement Concerning the Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of Investments
30, 1968, Denmark-Indonesia, art. V, 720 U.N.T.S. 223.
63. Japan-China Treaty. supra note 28. X I . VI.
64. E . g . , United States-Turkey Treaty, supra note 17, art. VII.
65. Convention of the Settlement of Investment Disputes Between States and ~ational,""
\
Other States, Mar. 18, 1965. 17 U.S.T. 1270, T.I.A.S. No. 6090, 575 U.N.T.S. 159.
66. E . g . , Japan-Sri Lanka Treaty, supra note 27, art. 1 1 , United States-Turkey TrealY '4'1'
~u
The author has conducted interviews with BIT negotiators from both industrialized and
note 17, art. Vl(6). But w e China: Bilateral Investment Promotion Treaty Program, ~ n t r ~ ~ " ~ "loping countries in connection with this article and an earlier study on the negotiation of BITS.
Note, 241.L.M. 537 (1985). for the differing approach in the BITS concluded with China.
6n' 1989 ALMANAC
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54.
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Anecdotal evidence suggests that a few home countries may dissl.ade, or
least not encourage, their nationals to invest in foreign countries with which B,
have no treaty. Thus, signing a BIT may be a way of inducing a foreigng,
ernment to assist in persuading its nationals at least to consider investmentsin a
country with which it has a BIT. The BIT movement may also have the effect
facilitating the entry of foreign investment as host countries reevaluate a
ultimately adjust laws, policies, and bureaucratic attitudes to fit treaty provisionr,
One can say that BITs are one of several confidence-buildingmeasures thatca
be used to improve the host country? investment climate. At the very leas, ,he
signing of a BIT by a host country is a clear signal to investors from a trea~
partner that their investment is welcome. Lawyers and investors would thenfore
be well advised to refer to, and use, relevant BITs in their investment nego~;~.
lions with host country o f f i c i a ~ sIt. ~may also be worthwhile to examine a11 81%
made by a prospective host country since a U.S. enterprise, through a wholly
partially owned foreign subsidiary, may be able to take advantage of a BIT
between the foreign country in which the subsidiary is established and the p
tential host country.

Documented use of BIT provisions to protect an investment appears to bc
slight. Occasionally, courts have invoked the investment provisions of friendship, commerce, and navigation treaties," but these judicial decisions have
usually emanated from the courts of capital-exporting countries, rather than
developing nations. There is, however, anecdotal evidence to suggest that In
diplomatic and bureaucratic practice the fact that a developing nation has signed
a BIT gives rise to increased investor protection in those states. Thus, one
country that nationalized foreign property in a particular industry appears to have
exempted foreign investments covered by a BIT. In diplomatic or bureaucratic
negotiations, an investor protected by a BIT will probably be in a stronger
position to seek redress than otherwise. Certainly, the BIT'S mandatory dispule
settlement provisions and the ultimate prospect of compulsory arbitration will
cause host country officials to pause before taking actions toward foreign investments.

69. See Malecek. United States Bilateral Non-Tar@ Commercial
Membership Survey, 10 INT'LLAW.561 ( 1976).

~~~~vpracrjce: A Ser1L.I"'"

70. In the United States, the following are examples of cases that have referred to treatle3 "I
friendship. commerce, and navigation: Sumitomo Shoji America, Inc. v. Avagliano, 457 U.S.
(1982); Kalamazoo Spice Extraction Co. v. Ethiopia, 729 F.2d 422 (6th Cir. 1984); ~rnerica~
'"' I
Group v. Iran. 493 F. S ~ P P522
. (D.D.C. 1980). See also Electronics Sicula S.P.A. (ELISIL lYdV
1.C.J. 15, reprinted in 18 I.L.M. 1109 (1989) (involving a dispute over "requisitioned" P'OP"!
owned by an Italian subsidiary of a United States corporation in which the U.S. corporation
on the U.S.-ltaly Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation).
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mr their part, investors may have a greater sense of security because of the
B 1 ~ l dispute
s
settlement provisions and its written rules. Thus far, however, no
dispute governed by a BIT has actually been resolved by arbitration. The infersnce to be drawn from that fact is either that arbitration provisions are untested

;md therefore dubious, or that they have served as an effective deterrent to
&itW host government action. Moreover, while the defined, written provi,ions of the BIT may give greater security to investors than does customary
internati~naI
law, those provisions, often drafted in general, sometimes vague
lmguage, are capable of widely varying interpretations.71
V. Conclusion

Despite the lack of proof of their effectiveness, the BIT movement as a whole
may be seen as part of an ongoing process to create a new international law of
foreigninvestment to respond to the demands of the new global economy that has
,o rapidly emerged within the last few years. While the world has developed a
relatively elaborate legal structure for trade in the form of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade, it has yet to create a similar structure for international
investment. Such a multilateral arrangement, a General Agreement on Direct
International ~nvestment,~'is many years away and will only be achieved
through a gradual, step-by-step approach. The negotiations on trade-related investment measures in the current Uruguay Round of G ~ ~ ~ ~ G e p r ean
s eimnt
portant initiative for that organization, and the results may contribute to a new
international law on foreign investment. The BIT movement of the past thirty
Years has also been an important step in this direction. Although BITs themselves
only bind the two countries concerned and are probably not sufficiently widewead to constitute customary international law,74the process of study, consultation, discussion, and negotiation that has been part of the BIT movement has
certainly laid a foundation for the creation of an international investment framework that may eventually attract the consensus of the nations of the ~ o r l d . ' ~
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TWEATI~S,
Supra note 10, at 74.
~
for Direct
l2. For a discussion of this idea, see Salacuse. Towurds u New T r e a Frumework
For%
Invesrment, 50 J . AIRL. & COM.969, 1005- 10 (1985).
13. GATT. Ministerial Declaration on the Uruguay Round, Sept. 20, 1986, reprinted in 3 ,w.
S m t N&
~ I . SALACUSE,
supra note 43, App. 3-0 (1982- 1989). For a history of the discussion which
Icd to the Urnguay Round, see Bradley, Intellectual Proper9 Rights. Investment, und T r a d e in
S r n k 3in the Uruguay Round: Laying the Foundations, 23 STAN.J . INT'LL. 57 (1987).
14, For a discussion of whether BITS have contributed to the development of customary rule of
INVESTMENT TREATIES,
supra note 10, at 76-77.
'n"mational law, see BILATERAL
15. A recent example of a multilateral investment treaty that has clearly been influenced by the
movement is the Agreement Among the Governments of Brunei Darussalam, The Republic of
ndonesia,Malaysia, The Republic of the Philippines, The Republic of Singapore. and The Kingdom
for the Promotion and Protection of Investments, Dec. 15, 1987, reprinred in 27 1.L.M.
h12,(1988),
which resulted from the Third Meeting of the Heads of Government of the Association
''I Southeast Asian Nauons (ASEAN) held in Manila, Dec. 14- 15, 1987.
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